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a b s t r a c t

A macroscopic-modeling methodology to account for the chemical and structural properties of fuel-
cell diffusion media is developed. A previous model is updated to include for the first time the use
of experimentally measured capillary pressure–saturation relationships through the introduction of a
Gaussian contact-angle distribution into the property equations. The updated model is used to simulate
various limiting-case scenarios of water and gas transport in fuel-cell diffusion media. Analysis of these
eywords:
odeling
iffusion media
icroporous layer
ater transport

results demonstrate that interfacial conditions are more important than bulk transport in these layers,
where the associated mass-transfer resistance is the result of higher capillary pressures at the boundaries
and the steepness of the capillary pressure–saturation relationship. The model is also used to examine the
impact of a microporous layer, showing that it dominates the response of the overall diffusion medium.
In addition, its primary mass-transfer-related effect is suggested to be limiting the water-injection sites

-diffu
olymer electrolyte fuel cell
as-diffusion layer

into the more porous gas

. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) show great promise in
ecoming energy-delivery devices for a variety of future tech-
ologies. It is well known that water management is a critical
omponent for successful PEFC operation, especially under condi-
ions where liquid water is present (e.g., low temperature, startup
nd shutdown, etc.). It is also critical for good PEFC durability and
ifetime. A key component of the cell’s water management is the
iffusion medium (DM), often comprised of the macroporous gas-
iffusion layer (GDL) and a microporous layer (MPL). To understand
ultiphase flow through the DM and transport throughout the

EFC, mathematical modeling has been utilized due to the complex
ature of the materials and phenomena. Recently, several reviews
ave been published exploring the various models for DM and PEFC
ater management [1–4].

The modeling approaches extend across many length scales and
omplexities (e.g., from microscopic lattice-Boltzmann simulations
o macroscopic models to empirical relationships). The various
odeling approaches are necessary due to the lack of both in situ
xperimental transport data and ex situ material characterization.
or a cell-level model, a macroscopic description of the DM provides
he optimum balance between computational complexity and ade-
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sion layer.
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quate physical description. Models of this sort rely on experimental
data or results from more detailed numerical investigations to
determine the correct parameter functionalities. They also do not
require knowledge of the detailed microstructure including its het-
erogeneous chemical interactions, which are difficult to describe in
detail.

In general, the main point of DM models is to determine the
transport parameters (e.g., effective diffusion coefficients and per-
meabilities) as a function of operating conditions and material
properties. This is typically done by calculating a saturation or liq-
uid pore-volume fraction using relationships such as the Leverett
J-function [5–9], and then using the saturation to modify the intrin-
sic or dry-medium transport properties using relations like those
of Corey [10], Brooks–Corey [11], Vangenuchten [12], or Brugge-
man [13–15]. The more intricate pore-level modeling [16–24] has
allowed the calculation of various transport properties from a hand-
ful of statistical structural properties such as pore- and throat-size
distributions, porosity, and bulk-transport measurements includ-
ing saturated permeabilities. While these models can provide some
fundamental understanding of water percolation and movement,
they are limited by a lack of measurements of the nonuniform
chemical (i.e., wettability) distribution at the pore level. Although
limited, the knowledge gained by these microscopic models can be

used to refine more macroscopic models that can meet the runtime
constraints for full-cell modeling.

Historically, describing the DM has been dependent on overall
layer performance in a PEFC. However, recently several groups
have begun to gain the expertise and apparati to study some of the

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:azweber@lbl.gov
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.03.011
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Nomenclature

List of symbols
cT total concentration (mol cm−3)
Di,j binary diffusion coefficient between species i and j

(cm2 s−1)
DKi

Knudsen diffusion coefficient of species i (cm2 s−1)
fr,k fraction of the PSD made up of distribution k
f�,n fraction of the CAD made up of distribution n
F Faraday’s constant, 96487 C equiv−1

i superficial current density (A cm−2)
kk effective permeability of phase k (cm2)
kr relative permeability (cm2)
ksat absolute permeability or permeability at complete

saturation (cm2)
kT thermal conductivity (W cm−1 K−1)
lm thickness of layer m (cm)
Mi molar mass of species i (g mol−1)
Ni superficial flux density of species i (mol cm−2 s−1)
pvap vapor pressure of water (bar)
pC capillary pressure (bar)
pi partial pressure of species i (bar)
pL hydraulic or liquid pressure (bar)
pk total pressure of phase k (bar)
q heat flux (W cm−2)
r pore radius (�m)
rc critical pore radius (�m)
r̄ average (mean) pore radius (�m)
r̄K average Knudsen radius (�m)
ro,k characteristic radius of distribution k (�m)
R universal gas constant, 8.3143 J mol−1 K−1

sk characteristic spread of distribution k
S saturation, volume of pores filled with liquid
S* saturation calculated using Eq. (17)
Se effective saturation, as calculated by Eq. (24)
Sr residual saturation
T absolute temperature (K)
vk velocity of phase k (cm s−1)
V̄i (partial) molar volume of species i (cm3 mol−1)
V(r) normalized volume of pores or radius r (�m−1)
xi mole fraction of species i
Y general property per unit volume of the medium

Greek letters
εi porosity or volume fraction of phase i
˚ potential (V)
� surface tension (N cm−1)
�k viscosity of phase k (bar s)
� contact angle (◦)
�o,n characteristic contact angle of distribution n (◦)
�i density of phase i (g cm−3)
� electronic conductivity (S cm−1)
�n deviation of distribution n (◦)
�G tortuosity of the gas phase
	(�) contact-angle distribution

Subscripts
0 bulk or standard value
G gas phase
GDL gas-diffusion layer
L liquid phase
MPL microporous layer
w water
ces 195 (2010) 5292–5304 5293

material properties such as hydrophilic and hydrophobic pore-size
distributions (PSDs) and capillary pressure versus saturation curves
[8,25–34]. These curves have been measured under a variety of con-
ditions including compression and hydrophobic loading. Although
ex situ and equilibrium measurements, these studies allow for
more detailed information than previously obtained and provide
the basis for the next generation of macroscopic DM models.

The experimental findings include the fact that GDLs do not
spontaneously imbibe or drain water, meaning that they exhibit a
hysteresis between injection and drainage curves [30,35–37]. This
was originally shown by Benziger et al. [35], and it has been ascribed
to the fact that GDL surface roughness and internal morphol-
ogy cause a contact-angle hysteresis, which can also be explained
through the different physics that govern injection versus drainage
phenomena [38]. Other studies have tried to measure the tortuos-
ity of the DM for gas-phase diffusion with some success [14,39,40].
Finally, Ziegler and Gerteisen [41] have shown that gas and not liq-
uid is the wetting fluid in treated GDLs, which is expected due to
their hydrophobicity and intermediate wettability.

In addition to ex situ analyses, neutron [42–45] and other imag-
ing techniques [46–49] have begun to allow one to see the in
situ DM water profiles with increasingly better resolution. These
results clearly demonstrate complex water profiles, that have only
begun to be compared to simulation predictions [50]. The origin of
these profiles is due to the complex nature of both the material
heterogeneities as well as phenomena such as phase-change-
induced (PCI) flow where water moves due to phase transitions. For
example, water evaporating and condensing along a temperature
gradient can have a large impact on the cell performance [51–59],
or similarly, during shutdown in a cold-environment, water is pre-
dicted and shown to move due to freezing [60–62]. Thus, a valuable
and predictive macroscopic model must be able to handle changes
in the chemical and physical DM structure along with the various
dominant transport phenomena.

In this paper, the impact of DM wettability on PEFC performance
under various operating conditions will be investigated. The key
is to understand the experimental evidence through mathemat-
ical modeling. This paper sets forth an improved, self-consistent
DM transport model, which is based on a previous model [63], but
updated to incorporate the recent experimental characterizations
mentioned above. Using this model, some limiting-case scenarios
and sensitivity studies for the DM are accomplished, marking one
of the first times that the direct capillary pressure versus saturation
measurements are used in simulations. In addition, multilayer DM
are examined, with a focus on the role of the MPL, something that
is still not totally understood.

2. Updated porous-medium model and modeling
methodology

2.1. Governing transport equations

The governing transport equations and physics are well
known [1,3]. For transport phenomena in the gas phase, the
Stefan–Maxwell multicomponent transport equations are used:

∇xi = − xi

RT

(
V̄i − Mi

�G

)
∇pG +

∑
j /= i

xiNj − xjNi

cTDeff
i,j

− Ni

cTDeff
Ki

(1)

where one of the equations is dependent on the others since the
sum of the mole fractions is unity. In the above equation, R is the

ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, pG and �G are the
pressure and density of the gas phase, respectively, and Ni, V̄i, xi,
and Mi are the molar flux, molar volume, mole fraction, and molar
mass of species i, respectively. The first term on the right side of Eq.
(1) accounts for pressure diffusion and is often neglected, although
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but a discrete PSD.
The concept is to utilize a component that is related to the mate-

rial structure and one that is related to its chemical nature. The use
294 A.Z. Weber / Journal of Pow

t could be important on the anode side of the cell due to the large
ifference in molar mass between hydrogen and water.

In the second term, cT is the total concentration or molar density
f all of the gas species, and Deff

i,j
is the effective binary interaction

arameter between species i and j; by the Onsager reciprocal rela-
ionships, Deff

i,j
= Deff

j,i
. The effective diffusion coefficient is defined

s:

eff
i,j = εG

�G
Di,j = εn

GDi,j (2)

here εG and �G are the volume fraction and tortuosity of the gas
hase, respectively. As shown in the equation, the ratio is often
xpressed as a function of the gas-phase volume fraction alone.
ften, a Bruggeman-type relation is used where n = 1.5; however,

ecent microscopic simulations and experimental studies have sug-
ested that the value is closer to between 2 and 5 for typical GDLs
5,14,19,20,24,39,40,64]. Although, it should be noted that some of
hese studies change the volume fraction by compression, which
lters the pore network and is different than examining a change
n tortuosity and volume fraction due to pore filling. In this paper, a
ruggeman expression is used, although, as discussed below, other

unctional relationships and forms are examined. There is a need
o measure experimentally the gas-phase tortuosity as a function
f liquid saturation.

The third term on the right side of Eq. (1) accounts for Knudsen
iffusion, where Deff

Ki
is the effective Knudsen diffusion coefficient

f species i, and is made effective in the same manner as in Eq. (2).
he Knudsen diffusion coefficient is a function of the pore radius
hrough which it travels

Ki
= 2r̄K

3

(
8RT


Mi

)1/2
(3)

here r̄K is the average Knudsen radius. From an order-of-
agnitude analysis, Knudsen diffusion is significant when the pore

adius is less than about 0.5 �m, which occurs in MPLs, catalyst
ayers, and, to a lesser extent, in highly saturated GDLs. Finally, the
hird term represents interactions between the gas species.

The Stefan–Maxwell equations in Eq. (1) are referenced to that
f the laboratory reference frame (i.e., stationary), which allows
or the Stefan–Maxwell equations to account for not only diffu-
ive fluxes but also convection. However, a momentum equation
s required to determine the pressure change. For DM modeling
urposes, the resulting momentum equation reduces to Darcy’s law

G =
∑

i /= sMiNi

�G
= − kG

�G
∇pG (4)

here vG, �G, and kG are the mass-averaged velocity, viscosity, and
ffective permeability of the gas phase, respectively.

If a DM is not filled with any liquid, single-phase flow exists and
he transport properties are more uniform throughout the medium,
ssuming that the structure of the medium does not change. Specif-
cally, in the absence of any residual liquid saturation, the gas-phase
olume fraction, εG, is equal to the porosity of the medium, εo, and
he effective permeability, kG, is equal to the saturated permeabil-
ty, ksat, which depends only on the microstructure and not on the
uid. Both of these values are typically known through ex situ mea-
urements. However, if liquid water does exist in the DM, so does
wo-phase flow. For this case, the gas-phase properties are adjusted
o account for the presence of the liquid,

G = εo(1 − S) (5)
nd

= krksat (6)

here S is the saturation or volume of pore space filled by liq-
id, and kr is the relative permeability of the medium. Similarly,
rces 195 (2010) 5292–5304

Deff
Ki

is also effected by liquid water since it depends on the pore
sizes through which gas flows. Overall, to describe transport in the
DM with two-phase flow requires knowledge of the saturation and
related transport properties.

Before describing the two-phase model, one should mention
that liquid movement through the DM is also adequately modeled
with Darcy’s law

NL = − kL

V̄w�L
∇pL (7)

where the subscripts L and w stand for liquid and water, respec-
tively. In the above expression, kL is also a function of a relative
permeability and the saturated permeability as in Eq. (6).

Finally, DM conduct electrons and heat, which can be modeled
by Ohm’s and Fourier’s laws,

i = −�∇˚ (8)

and

q = −kT∇T (9)

respectively, where q is the heat flux, i is the current density, � is
the electronic conductivity, ˚ is the electrical potential, and kT is
the average thermal conductivity. Typically, heat conduction dom-
inates convection for DM thermal transport [52].

From the above governing equations, the required dependent
parameters are the porosity/tortuosity corrections (Eqs. (2) and
(5)), the liquid- and gas-phase permeabilities (Eq. (6)), the average
Knudsen radius (Eq. (3)), and the thermal and electrical conductivi-
ties (Eqs. (9) and (8)), respectively. All but the last two are expected
to change significantly with increased saturation, and this requires
a two-phase-flow approach as described below.

2.2. Two-phase flow

One key for any macroscopic model is the determination of
the correct transport properties, as noted above. As previously
described [63], our method is to use a cut-and-random-rejoin
bundle-of-capillaries model. Although this model is not correct on
the local, pore-scale level, it is believed that it contains enough
description to remain valid at the macroscopic, layer-scale level;
it provides a balance between material and physics descriptions
and numerical simplicity and robustness. Furthermore, the model
is entirely self-consistent. In the previous model, a continuous PSD
is used along with a two-point discrete contact-angle distribution
(CAD). In other words, single hydrophilic and hydrophobic angles
are used, which, along with Nam and Kaviany [5], represented the
first modeling and concept of mixed or nonhomogeneous wettable
pores. In the model described herein, a continuous distribution is
used. The ability to use the distribution stems from advancements
in experimental techniques. While the previous model depends on
fitting the various parameters to tangential data such as overall flow
through a DM, it is now possible for the direct measurement of cap-
illary pressure versus saturation curves using various contact and
equilibrium methods [8,25–34]. The proposed procedure is similar
to that of Cheung et al. [28], although they use a continuous CAD
of two continuous distributions also allows for detailing impacts
of intermediate wettability and not necessarily saying something
is definitively hydrophobic or hydrophilic. In all cases, water is the
wetting fluid of the DM. Using two continuous distributions, an
example property, Y, will be given by
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=
∫ ∫

� (�)Y(r)V(r) dr d� =
∫ 90

0

� (�)

∫ rc

0

Y(r)V(r) dr d�

+
∫ 180

90

� (�)

∫ ∞

rc

Y(r)V(r) dr d� (10)

here V(r) is the normalized volume of pores of radius r (the struc-
ural component), and 	(�) is the normalized number of pores with
ontact angle � (the chemical component), and Y(r) represents the
eighting factor and any constants for the specific property. For
umerical ease, the integral is broken into two with a transition at
0◦. This value is chosen since the integration is done with respect
o the critical radius, or that of the incipiently filled pore, which is
iven by [65,66]:

c = −2� cos �

pL − pG
= −2� cos �

pC
(11)

here pC is the capillary pressure and � is the surface tension of
ater. The above equation is valid for cylindrical pores, which do
ot occur in the fibrous DM materials. However, the measurement
f the PSD similarly assumes cylindrical pores and any error in the
se of the mathematical construct is assumed to be small due to
he use of capillary pressure data for the fitting of the CAD. In Eq.
10), the integration limits with respect to the critical radius change
ue to the way in which the pores fill between those less than
0◦ (hydrophilic) and those above (hydrophobic), and is in agree-
ent with environmental microscopy images [41]. Eq. (10) clearly

emonstrates that the impact of both pore size and wettability are
ntricately linked and cannot necessarily be separated out; it is a
ombined effect.

The PSD is fit using a series of log-normal distributions (typically
wo per layer):

(r) =
∑

k

fr,k

{
1

rsk

√
2


exp

[
−
(

ln r − ln ro,k

sk

√
2

)2
]}

(12)

here V(r) is the normalized volume of pores of radius r, ro,k and sk
re the characteristic pore size and spread of distribution k, respec-
ively, and fr,k is the fraction of the total distribution made up of
istribution k, where the fr,k’s sum to unity. A log-normal distribu-
ion is used because it fits the data, is normalized, and allows for
nalytic expressions. For reference, the average pore size is given
y

=
∑

k(fr,k/ro,k) exp[s2
k
/2]∑

k(fr,k/r2
o,k

) exp[2s2
k
]

(13)

n example PSD fit for an SGL24BC DM with both a GDL and MPL is
hown in Fig. 1a. The data were obtained using mercury-intrusion
orosimetry [25]. Two terms are used each for the GDL and MPL
SDs; the values are given in Table 1. The total PSD of the compos-
te structure can be calculated from the individual layer PSDs by
67–76]:

(r) = V(r)|GDLlGDLεo,GDL + V(r)|MPLlMPLεo,MPL

lGDLεo,GDL + lMPLεo,MPL
(14)

here l is the layer thickness. As seen in the figure, the fit is very
ood and describes all of the pores. Additionally, the natural break-
own of the two fits and their individual PSDs, shown in Fig. 1b,
emonstrate that the GDL is mainly composed of the larger macro-
ores with the MPL composed of the micro and mesopores. This is in

greement with previous analyses and PSDs of carbon paper GDLs
28,31,34]. Furthermore, the PSD of the MPL is very wide, which
llows for less flooding and more control over water management
77,78]. On a pore-size basis, there is a significantly larger number
f small pores located in the MPL than the GDL, but this changes if
Fig. 1. (a) Differential pore-size distribution data (points) for a SGL24BC diffusion
medium from reference [25] and fit (line) using Eqs. (12) and (14) with the values
in Table 1; and (b) the separate MPL and GDL distributions.

one examines the relative pore volumes (see Eq. (14)). Some of the
largest pores can be ignored since these typically result from the
cracks during sample preparation and loading and do not represent
real DM pores.

As a side note, one can also measure separate hydrophilic and
hydrophobic PSDs by changing the wetting fluid [25,26,31,34].
However, their interpretation is often confused and can lead to
non-physical pore sizes for one of the distributions [26]. This is
not too surprising since the PSD and CAD are coupled as seen in Eq.
(10), and the impact of the detailed microstructure becomes more
important (e.g., pores that have mixed wettability or are dominated
by pore throats of a given kind). While measuring the hydrophilic
and hydrophobic PSDs can reveal some characteristics (e.g., the MPL
is hydrophobic), a more rigorous microscopic model is needed for
the actual penetration experiment for the data to be quantitatively
meaningful. It is more desirable to use the saturation versus capil-
lary pressure data that is now available rather than the hydrophilic
and hydrophobic porosimetry data.

To model the CAD, a normal distribution is used [28,79]:

� (�) =
∑

n

f�,n

{
1

�n
√

2

exp

[
−1

2

(
� − �o,n

�n

)2
]}

(15)

where �o,n and �n are the characteristic contact angle and deviation
of distribution n. There is no independent measurement than can be
used to determine these parameters. For example, surface contact

angles are not representative of those within the medium since
they are dominated by water penetration, roughness, and other
surface effects [33,37]. If the detailed geometry and pore space is
known including Teflon distribution, one could guess at a CAD;
however, these distributions are unknown. Even if one guesses
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Table 1
Fit and literature property data for the different DM components.

Parameter Value

SGL Toray MPL

PSD properties
Characteristic pore radii ro,1 15 15 3.0 �m

ro,2 23 n/a 0.07 �m
Characteristic pore widths s1 0.22 0.20 1.28

s2 0.67 n/a 0.75

Fraction that is distribution 1 fr,1 0.38 1 0.98
Residual liquid saturation 0.08 0.05 0
Porosity [75,76] ε 0.8 0.7 0.3
Thickness [75,76] ı 0.019 0.03 0.0045 cm
Gas volume fraction exponent n 1.5
Absolute permeability [69–74] ksat 3 × 10−7 0.8 × 10−7 5 × 10−10 cm2

CAD properties
Characteristic angle �o 112

50a
93 110 ◦

Characteristic deviation � 9 10 1 ◦
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SGL fits, both the drainage and filling curves fit well, and can be
improved further by adding a second term in the CAD, which will
help the end segments of the curve. Also given in Fig. 2 are the
drainage and filling curves for a SGL GDL with 5 wt% Teflonization.

Fig. 2. Data (points) and model (solid) of saturation as a function of capillary pres-
6a

Thermal conductivity [67,68] kT 0.35

a For drainage curve.

he distributions, they only represent part of the chemical nature
f the DM since, due to the DM intermediate wettability caused
y the constituent Teflon and graphite moieties, pore necks, fiber
rientation, and other related effects [38,80]. Since there is no inde-
endent measurement of the CAD, it is best determined by fitting
he available capillary pressure–saturation relationships.

Using Eq. (10) for saturation, where a pore is filled or empty
epending on how it relates to the critical radius (Eq. (11)), one
ets

∗ =
∫ 90

0

� (�)

{∑
k

fr,k
2

[
1 + erf

(
ln rc − ln ro,k

sk

√
2

)]}
d�

+
∫ 180

90

� (�)

{∑
k

fr,k
2

[
1 − erf

(
ln rc − ln ro,k

sk

√
2

)]}
d�

=
∫ 90

0

∑
n

f�,n

{
1

�n
√

2

exp

[
−1

2

(
� − �o,n

�n

)2
]}

×
{∑

k

fr,k
2

[
1 + erf

(
ln(−2� cos �/pC) − ln ro,k

sk

√
2

)]}
d�

+
∫ 180

90

∑
k

... (16)

here the last term is left off for brevity and erf is the error
unction. Typically, the above integration is done using a 20-term
auss–Legendre integration method [79] to increase computa-

ional speed. Also, this method allows for implementation in codes
here one must define set integration points (e.g., computational-
uid-dynamics). To increase numerical accuracy, end limits of ±4
tandard deviations (�n) are used. If one wants to use separate
ydrophilic and hydrophobic PSDs, this can be accomplished by
utting the hydrophilic PSD in the first term and the hydrophobic
SD in the second one. The experiments and hydrology literature

lso state that there exists an irreducible or residual liquid satura-
ion, Sr. This saturation is distributed in isolated pockets within the
M, and thus the saturation given by Eq. (16) can be scaled

= Sr + S∗(1 − Sr) (17)
1.2 0.2 W m−1 K−1

Using the fits from Fig. 1 and Table 1 for the SGL10BA (similar
GDL, but no MPL as in Fig. 1) and Toray GDLs, the CADs were fit to the
cycled capillary pressure versus saturation data from the literature
[28,29,34,80] as shown in Fig. 2. From the data, one can see that
both an irreducible liquid saturation and a large hysteresis exist.
The residual saturation is expected since water is the nonwetting
fluid in GDLs and, due to the fibrous nature and non-cylindrical
pores, corner flow of gases will exist and liquid droplets can become
entrapped [81,82].

The Toray fits in Fig. 2 compare our previous two-point approach
(dotted line) with the improved continuous approach (solid line)
herein. The comparison demonstrates that the improved model is
much more accurate and smooth (especially around 90◦), which
should help numerical stability and convergence. In terms of the
sure for SGL10AA (dark circle), SGL10BA (dark square) and Toray (light diamond)
GDLs where the inset is an expanded view around a capillary pressure of zero for
the Toray GDL. The data are compiled from the literature [28,29,34,80]; the dotted
line is that predicting using our previous approach [63]; the fit parameters are given
in Table 1 with the SGL10BA CAD angle and deviation of 116◦ , 2◦ for filling and 57◦ ,
5◦ for drainage, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Saturation–capillary pressure relationship showing hysteresis both from the
data [38] (symbols) and the simulation (lines) for a Toray 120C GDL. The curves
show the full injection (red) and drainage curves (blue) as well as drainage curves
after partial injection and an injection after partial drainage (dashed line). The full
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he increase in the hydrophobic treatment causes a shift of the
urves to the right as expected [34,80]. This shift causes the angle
n the CAD to also shift to higher values with around an increase of
◦ for the 5 wt% Teflon content increase. This correlation is not nec-
ssarily general due to the nature of the cosine function (it becomes
eaker the further from 90◦) and also the GDL material; thus, sep-

rate capillary pressure–saturation curves should be fit if available.
lso, the PSD can shift due to the addition of Teflon, something that

s not changed in Fig. 2 and becomes more prominent with higher
oadings [39]. It is noteworthy that the fit for the Teflonized SGL
DL utilizes a narrower CAD, which one might expect due to the
moothing that the Teflon could have by filling in pore surface space
nd junctions. Mathematically, the narrower distribution means
hat one could use a single value without introducing too much
rror and therefore gain significant computational speed.

A mention should be made concerning hysteresis in DM mate-
ials. As seen in Fig. 2, the curves exhibit a hysteresis between
njection and drainage, which demonstrates preferential wetting of
he pores, the importance of history, and that the GDL pores exhibit
ntermediate wettability. In other words, typical GDLs want to stay
n the condition they are in (i.e., if they are wet it is energetically
avored to remain wet) and will not spontaneously imbibe or drain
ater. This is in agreement with several groups that note that a cer-

ain pressure is necessary to overcome the surface resistance, but
hen it has, the water flows easily through the layer [35,80,83].

n addition, the hysteresis is in agreement with surface and fiber
ontact-angle hysteresis seen with these materials [30,37]. The hys-
eresis shown in Fig. 2 is for the full range of saturation, and it is of
nterest to determine the tie lines between the curves since typi-
ally the DM are not operated anywhere close to full flooding. The
implest way to do this is just to scale the injection or drainage
urve. For injection to drainage and vice versa, this can be done by

= Y0Y∗ (18)

nd

= Y0 + Y∗(1 − Y0) (19)

espectively, where Y0 is the value of the property at which one goes
rom injection to drainage, and Y* is the value of the property using
he equations derived above with the drainage CAD. For saturation,
he drainage to injection is as given in Eq. (19) (i.e., the turning point
ecomes like a residual saturation), and the injection to drainage
sing the residual saturation becomes

= Sr + S∗(S0 − Sr) (20)

To examine these expressions, the model was run for various
njection to drainage cases and compared to the data of Gostick et
l. [38]. The comparison is shown in Fig. 3, where the GDL used was
wet-proofed Toray paper. To better capture the injection behav-

or, a bimodal CAD was used, and the angles are higher than the
ntreated Toray sample in Fig. 2, which agree with the lower satu-
ations near a zero capillary pressure. The data and model for the
ull-saturation-range curves demonstrate good agreement, and it
an be tuned better by adding some larger pores to the Toray PSD
not shown). In terms of the intermediate saturation hysteresis,
he simple scaling method does capture most of the effects. The

odel does overpredict and underpredict the saturation values
ear drainage curve, and this error could be lessened by a more
omplex averaging method, although it is debatable how much
mpiricism such a method requires. In addition to the injection to
rainage curves, a sample drainage to injection tie line is also given
n Fig. 3.
While the DM exhibit hysteresis which can be captured by the

odel, there is an issue of its actual importance in operating cells.
he hysteresis presented is caused when one moves from water
njection to drainage or vice versa.
drainage and injection CADs were both fit using a bimodal distribution and PSD in
Table 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of the article.)

In an operating cell, one does not expect to enter water-drainage
conditions and instead it is more similar to an injection of water
from the catalyst layer where the flowrate of the liquid is varied. In
other words, the net flux of water is always the same (away from
the electrode) under humidified conditions, thus drainage does not
occur. The exception to this perhaps is during cell drying or with
humidity gradients that cause a change in the water-flux direction.
However, the hysteresis could be important on the pore-scale level
under dynamic operation.

Before proceeding to discuss the transport properties, it is
worthwhile to examine how the capillary pressure–saturation rela-
tionship changes by changing the CAD and PSD properties. To
examine these effects, the PSD and CAD parameters are varied and
different saturations are calculated using Eq. (16). The baseline case
is a Toray PSD and a single CAD that yields a value of 0.5 at a 0
capillary pressure. The results of the study are shown in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4a it is readily apparent that changing the CAD can
have a very significant impact on the curves, with larger distri-
butions causing gentler increases in the saturation with capillary
pressure. However, the shape of cosine function that is in Eq. (16)
means that changes and values around 90◦, such as those in Fig. 4a,
will result in more significant changes to the curve. As one moves
away from 90◦, the effect of the CAD width becomes less significant.
This is shown in Fig. 4b where the most significant changes due to
CAD width occur with 90◦. The impact of the cosine dependence is
also magnified with smaller pores, as shown in Fig. 4b, which is due
to the fact that the chemical nature and surface of the pore begins
to dominate its uptake behavior with smaller pores (see Eq. (11)).
Finally, Fig. 4b also suggests that changes towards larger contact
angles are slightly more important than with lower contact angles,
which is mainly due to the fact that water is the wetting fluid and
pore filling is opposite between hydrophilic and hydrophobic pores.

Fig. 4a also demonstrates that changing the width of the PSD
seems to change the tails of the capillary pressure–saturation curve,
and is not as significant as changing the CAD. On a percentage basis,

the changes to the PSD and CAD are similar. Fig. 4c examines the
PSD width in more detail, showing that its effect is relatively small
as expected, and again is more important for smaller rather than
larger pores.
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ig. 4. (a) Changes in the capillary pressure–saturation relationship for different PS
he dotted line denotes 0.25 saturation, which is the fixed point to measure the imp
ngles and pore sizes.

While the capillary pressure–saturation relationship is key and
easureable, it is an equilibrium measurement and not related to

ransport. Thus, while it does give the effective gas-phase volume
raction (see Eq. (5)), it does not directly relate to the transport
roperties needed above. This is why we fit the relationship as we
o, instead of just using a hyperbolic tangent, i.e., it allows us to
etermine the transport-property expressions. To calculate these
elationships, the CAD and PSD that are fit to data are used as in
q. (10) with the appropriate weighting functions (e.g., propor-
ional to r2 for water flow) and statistical arguments to determine
he various transport properties [63]. This approach does assume
ocal equilibrium and that the capillary pressure–saturation rela-
ionship is independent of GDL thickness (i.e., it is the same
verywhere).

Doing these manipulations results in expressions for the relative
ermeability of the gas and liquid (see Eq. (6)) of

r,L = S2
e
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CAD widths, with the Toray PSD and a CAD normalized to zero capillary pressure.
the CAD (b) and PSD (c) widths on capillary pressure changes for different contact
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(21)

and an effective saturation is used for the liquid relative
permeability[5,66]:

Se = S − Sr

1 − Sr
(23)

The above expressions nominally yield the relative permeabili-
ties as a function of the capillary pressure. For comparison sake, a
power-law arrangement is often used for the relative permeability
as a function of saturation (i.e., the first term in Eqs. (21) and (22))
[1,3]. This relationship is shown in Fig. 5 for the Toray and SGL
GDLs, although the dotted curves are for comparison only and not
fit to the simulation results. The figure clearly shows that there is
a substantial predicted difference between the two materials. This
difference is something that a single power-law exponent would be
unable to determine. The Toray paper demonstrates close to a cubic
dependence on saturation for the relative permeabilities whereas
/sk

√
2) − sk

√
2)]

}
d�

n ro,k)/sk

√
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}
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(22)
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ig. 5. Calculated gas and liquid relative permeability as a function of saturation
or the Toray and SGL GDLs from Table 1; also shown for comparison is a 5th-order
ower-law dependence for the relative permeabilities.

he SGL shows a much higher-order dependence. The reason for the
uch larger dependence of the SGL is due to the much wider PSD. A
ide PSD results in a breakdown of the bundle-of-capillaries model

ecause the pore space becomes too ill-defined and comprises too
any different-sized pores. This highlights one of the drawbacks

f the presented methodology in that for very wide PSDs (s > 0.7),
he calculation of the relative permeability results in an effective
ermeability that is too low, especially for the gas phase. Thus, sim-
lations using this approach can result in more gas-phase pressure
rop and flow resistance than one would probably expect in the
ctual system. For this reason, it is recommended that a 5th-order
ependence is set to be the maximum that can be obtained; the
rder dependence of around 2 to 5 agrees with recent pore-network
odeling studies [19–21]. It should be noted that for this paper, the

ifferential impacts of changing properties is being explored and
ot the exact magnitude.

The use of the residual saturation in Eq. (21) is demonstrated
n Fig. 5 in that the gas-phase relative permeability does not reach

value of 1. Thus, the curves look somewhat opposite what one
ould normally expect in porous media. The reason is that for this

ystem, the gas is the true wetting fluid and the water the non-
etting one. Furthermore, the liquid is expected to exist more as
roplets and the gas as a continuous film that can flow around
he droplets [41], thus the relative permeability for the gas phase
pproaches, but does not reach, zero.

While Fig. 5 displays the relative permeabilities, Fig. 6 shows
he calculated effective permeabilities for the two GDLs as a func-
ion of the capillary pressure (note that the saturated or absolute
ermeability of the SGL GDL is about three times larger than that
or the Toray paper (see Table 1)). Both curves exhibit a relatively
teep drop in permeability over a relatively small range of cap-
llary pressure, which is not surprising due to the shape of the
apillary pressure–saturation profile (Fig. 2). The SGL curve is more

r̄K =

∫ 90
0

� (�)
{∑

k(fr,k/2)ro,k ex

+
∫ 180

90
� (�)

{∑
k(fr,k/2)r
symmetric between the two permeabilities and the liquid effec-
ive permeability is broader. This is caused by the above-mentioned
ffects including the wider PSD and CAD for the SGL material.

The final transport property that varies as a function of the liq-
id and gas volume fractions is the average Knudsen radius (see Eq.
Fig. 6. Calculated gas and liquid effective permeabilities and mean Knudsen radius
for SGL (top) and Toray (bottom) GDLs.

(3)). This radius is determined in a similar manner to the permeabil-
ity and is related to taking integrals with respect to the transport
property and the flux, however, with the integration limits reversed
since the gas-filled pores are of interest [63]. Thus, the average
Knudsen radius is essentially the unfilled volume-averaged pore
radius. Doing the required mathematical manipulations yields an
expression for the average Knudsen radius of

2][1 − erf(((ln rc − ln ro,k)/sk

√
2) − (sk/

√
2))]

}
d�

p[s2
k
/2][1 + erf(((ln rc − ln ro,k)/sk

√
2) − (sk/

√
2))]

}
d�

1 − S
(24)

The curves for SGL and Toray are shown using the right axis in Fig. 6.
It is clear that as the pores become filled, the average radius will
increase slightly in the hydrophilic pore range and decrease more
significantly in the hydrophobic range due to the way in which
the pores fill (i.e., small hydrophilic to large hydrophilic to large
hydrophobic to small hydrophobic). This is seen in the Toray anal-
ysis in Fig. 6 but not as much in the SGL curve due to the lower
amount of hydrophilic-type pores and the wide PSD. The overall
analysis is flawed due to the assumption of cylindrical pores, but it
allows for at least a way to account for some of the gas–pore-wall
interactions, which become significant in MPLs.

While all of the transport properties have been discussed, a cou-
ple of points should be noted. First, the vapor pressure is expected
to be a function of water content in the medium. This can be cal-
culated by combing the Young–Laplace equation with the Kelvin
equation [65], yielding

vap vap

(
pCV̄w

)

o RT

where pvap
o is the uncorrected vapor pressure of water. This equa-

tion also allows one to assume equilibrium between water vapor
and liquid and have continuous functions of their concentrations.
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ously, the true limiting current in a cell is due to a combination
ig. 7. Boundary conditions and governing equations used for the DM modeling.
he governing transport equations are given in brackets and for liquid pressure, Eq.
7) is the transport equation whereas the actual liquid pressure is calculated by Eq.
25).

econd, the above analysis has ignored a couple of issues such as
DL anisotropies [68,84,85] and compression [8,86,87], which can
omewhat be accounted for by using average properties and cap-
llary pressure–saturation curves measured under operating-type
onditions. Overall, the above methodology allows for one to go
eyond simple curve fits and thus can provide educated guesses to
he impact of various properties.

.3. Governing conservation equations and boundary conditions

The governing transport equations and the two-phase flow
odel for their parameters are discussed above. To complete the
odeling of a DM, the conservation equations and boundary con-

itions are required. These relationships for the cathode DM being
imulated herein are shown in Fig. 7. A conservation equation is
equired for each species. The only reaction that occurs within the
M is that of water phase change, and, due to the intimate con-

act between liquid and vapor, it is assumed that the two are in
quilibrium. This means that there is only an overall water balance
nd that Eq. (25) is used to relate the water–vapor partial pressure
ith the liquid pressure in the DM. Also, the focus of this study is on

as and liquid transport, and thus the current-density equations are
gnored. For the energy equation, �Hevap is the heat of vaporization
f water.

Fig. 7 also shows the boundary conditions used in this study.
hese boundary conditions are relatively straightforward since we
re only interested in examining how transport through the DM
hanges. In reality, the DM boundary conditions are coupled to
he other layers and also are complicated by the existence of cat-
lyst layers, ribs and channels, etc. To account for the effects of
he ribs and channels, an effective DM-length multiplier for a rib-
o-channel ratio of 1:1 is used (i.e., 1.6×) as described by Weber
88]. Furthermore, the interface between the flow-field gas channel
nd the GDL can become controlling and is complex [37,47,83,89],
lthough by examining only steady-state behavior, the transient
nd droplet aspects can be more-or-less ignored.

The boundary conditions can be described as follows. For the
nergy equations, set temperatures are used at both boundaries
typically 70 ◦C for this work). The gas composition in the gas chan-
el is taken to be known (typically fully humidified air). Nitrogen
rossover through the membrane is ignored. The gas pressure is
et equal to the known value in the gas channel (1 bar). The liquid
ressure at the boundary is set by the determined breakthrough
apillary pressure or, in other words, the capillary pressure when
he saturation becomes larger than the residual saturation and
ater can flow (i.e., nonzero effective permeability), e.g., 1 kPa for

he base SGL GDL. This capillary pressure boundary condition has
lower value of zero when there is two-phase flow, which cor-
esponds to a DM with some hydrophilic-type pores (e.g., Toray
aper). Also, this boundary condition is expected to increase with

ncreased DM hydrophobic treatment and agrees with experimen-
al breakthrough pressure analysis and GDLs having intermediate
Fig. 8. Simulated limiting current density as a function of total liquid flux for four
cases: the base case using the SGL GDL properties in Table 1; the base case with the
addition of 100 �m holes; cases where the smaller- and larger-pore branches of the
SGL PSD have CADs using angles of 107◦ or 117◦ , respectively, and vice versa.

wettability [35,80]. The water flux from the catalyst layer is taken
to be known and is a varied parameter (in full-cell simulations,
this flux is related to the water production and net water transport
through the membrane). Finally, either the oxygen flux or concen-
tration is taken to be known at the catalyst layer; in either case, the
oxygen flux can be related to a current density through Faraday’s
law

NO2 = i
4F

(26)

where F is the Faraday’s constant.
The above governing equations are discretized in 1-D (i.e.,

anisotropy is ignored) and solved numerically as a boundary-value
problem using BAND(j) [90].

3. Results and discussion

The above model can be used to explore the effects of the CAD
and the measured data on flow through the DM. One method to
examine a performance signature for a GDL is to analyze the result-
ing limiting current density on air [30,40]. To keep the analysis
simple, the highest possible mass-transfer limiting current is used,
thus, the concentration of oxygen at the right or liquid-inlet side of
the GDL (see Fig. 7) is set equal to zero. Then, the limiting current
density is determined from the oxygen flux using Faraday’s law. For
a GDL signature, this is done as a function of the total inlet water
flux and the results are shown in Fig. 8. It should be noted that this
limiting current density should be higher than that in an operating
PEFC since only DM mass-transfer losses are considered. Also, the
limiting current density is due to diffusion and not convection in
the gas phase, although this diffusion is limited by the saturation
profile (see Eq. (2)).

Several important conclusions can be reached from Fig. 8. First,
the limiting current density just due to mass-transfer effects for this
GDL is high until one reaches very large flowrates. To put the x-axis
in more familiar terms, the range given corresponds to a current
density of milliamps to kiloamps per centimeter squared. Obvi-
of factors not the least of which are poor oxygen-reaction kinetics,
ohmic losses, and mass-transfer losses in the catalyst layer. Further-
more, the SGL properties used are not for a compressed GDL and the
rib/channel effects are taken into account only in an average sense.
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owever, Fig. 8 clearly demonstrates that mass-transfer limitations
n the GDL are not caused by increased pressure due to increased
iquid flowrate, unless the GDL has an orders-of-magnitude lower
ermeability. Also the results suggest that one might expect low
DL saturations in operation under ideal conditions where the
DL is near its breakthrough pressure. The high permeability and
orosity of typical GDLs results in liquid–water flowrate affect-

ng performance only minimally, which is perhaps expected for a
apillary-dominated flow. This small dependence is clearly shown
y the flatness of all of the curves on the left side of the fig-
re, i.e., where the water flux corresponds to expected operational
owrates. The flatness of the profiles indicates that the observed
DL mass-transfer limitations are controlled by surface and bound-
ry interactions, not bulk transport, which has been assumed to be
he case in some past simulations. Finally, these results also suggest
hat no-GDL limitations (e.g., oxygen transport to the reaction sites
ithin the catalyst layer) are dominant in an operating PEFC.

Before examining other GDL limitations, it is of interest to exam-
ne a couple of different scenarios, which are also given in Fig. 8.
irst is the question of the effect of pore size and wettability. Due
o the wet-proofing process, one could expect that the larger pores
re more hydrophobic on average than the smaller domains, which
grees with water and mercury PSD analyses [25]. Simulations were
un by taking either the large or small branch of the PSD and com-
ining them respectively with two different CADs. The results show
hat having more hydrophobic larger pores compared to the smaller
nes results in an increase of the limiting current density, whereas
he opposite results in a modest decrease. This result is explained
y the fact that the larger pores account for more volume and, if
hey are more hydrophobic, then the saturation is lower for the
ame capillary pressure. Also, because there are fewer larger pores,
nd wettability has a smaller impact on them, the more hydropho-
ic large-pore curve is affected at lower liquid flowrates than the
mall-pore one. At very high water fluxes, the wettability differ-
nce between pores becomes irrelevant since all are filled and the
ame overall PSD is utilized.

Fig. 8 also displays the effect of putting very large holes into
he GDL. This has been shown to increase performance [91]. The
imulations, however, show that one would expect lower perfor-
ance because the large holes would fill with water and thereby

ncrease the GDL saturation and lower the oxygen diffusion. The
pparent conflict between the simulation and experimental results
s because the simulation only examines one issue, namely, that of

ater transport through the bulk GDL. In Fig. 8, a liquid pressure at
he channel or outlet side is assumed. However, Fig. 4 shows that
arger pores should result in a lower change in the capillary pres-
ure. Indeed, one would expect the liquid exiting pressure to be
ower due to the large holes providing an escape path for the liquid

ater. In addition, the very large pores might decrease the liquid
ercolation pathways (i.e., provide freeways for water to flow in).
hus, the overall saturation of the GDL may be less with the large
ores due to its impact to provide water egress and pathways and
lter the GDL–channel boundary.

To explore the boundary effect in more detail, simulations were
un where the capillary pressure boundary condition is varied. For
hese simulations, the oxygen partial pressure is calculated assum-
ng oxygen and water fluxes corresponding to 2 A cm−2. From Fig. 8,
he value of the water flux should not have a large effect in this range
it is around 2%), and comparisons of curves and effects will likewise
emain valid for various oxygen fluxes. The simulation results are
hown in Fig. 9 for a variety of CADs for SGL GDLs. It should be noted

hat the channel oxygen partial pressure is 14 kPa. Not surprising,
he capillary pressure boundary condition has a very significant
ffect, especially over a small capillary pressure range, which is
n agreement with the shape of the capillary pressure–saturation
urves for these materials (see Fig. 2). This highlights the fact that
Fig. 9. Calculated oxygen partial pressure at the liquid-injection or (left side) as
a function of the channel or (right side) capillary pressure boundary condition for
different CADs with all other properties from Table 1.

liquid saturation and pressure can become limiting, with a zero
oxygen partial pressure occurring at an average GDL saturation
around 0.6. However, most current simulations and some exper-
imental ones [42] suggest that the water saturations do not reach
such high levels under steady-state performance.

The curves in Fig. 9 start from different points correspond-
ing to the required breakthrough pressure. In reality, the capillary
pressure at the boundary is a function of a variety of conditions
including the breakthrough pressure, the operating conditions
including temperature, gas flowrate, etc., the existence and effect of
the channel walls and liquid in the channel, and other conditions;
it is also expected to by dynamic with an increase for droplet for-
mation, decrease for growth, and then ejection. In fact, Gostick et
al. [80] have shown that there can be an oscillation of a magnitude
around 2 kPa for the droplet emergence, growth, and detachment
phenomena under static conditions at room temperature. Such an
oscillation can be problematic depending on how close to break-
through one is operating (i.e., where on the saturation curve). Fur-
thermore, such oscillations might also occur internally at various
interfaces. The dynamics of the system is an area that needs further
exploration. Finally, it should be noted that the capillary pressure
values shown are average values (i.e., if there is a uniform reservoir
or film of liquid at that pressure). Since most GDLs will have droplets
and certain exit points, as well as operate dynamically, the local
values of the capillary pressure will vary with time and location.

From Fig. 9, changing the angle has a more significant direct
impact than changing the distribution width. This is because it
shifts the curve rather than just spreading it out. As noted above,
increasing the GDL Teflon content shifts the saturation–capillary
pressure curve to the right. This shift increases performance up to
the point where the change in breakthrough pressure, possibly PSD
and porosity changes, and surface effects offset the performance
gain. Changing the distribution width does change the pore fill-
ing (see Fig. 4), which impacts how steep the dropoff is with the
increased pressure. Overall, if one normalizes the results to the
breakthrough capillary pressure, the wider distribution gives the
best performance range, which is perhaps more important.

From Figs. 8 and 9, it is clear that diffusion and not convection

dominate the mass-transport limitations in DM. In other words, the
capillary pressure does not change significantly in a DM. The key
property that is necessary is then the effective diffusion coefficient
as a function of capillary pressure or saturation, which is essen-
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Fig. 11. Calculated oxygen partial pressure (a) and capillary pressure (b) at the
liquid-injection side as a function of the channel capillary pressure boundary con-

◦

ig. 10. Calculated oxygen partial pressure at the liquid-injection side as a function
f the gas-phase tortuosity parameters (see Eq. (27)); all other properties are in
able 1.

ially determined by the exponent n in Eq. (2). As mentioned, this
alue has a range from pore-network modeling simulations and
ompression studies. To understand its impact on the performance
ere, a sensitivity analysis is accomplished. This analysis assumes
hat the tortuosity can be expressed as

G = �G,0εn
G (27)

here for Bruggeman, the values would be �G,0 = 1 and n = −0.5.
he results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 10. It is obvious that
he more tortuous the pathway, the greater the impact. Further-

ore, the impact on the partial pressure can be significant, although
he other qualitative results examined in this paper remain valid.
he exact dependence of the tortuosity on saturation needs to be
uantitatively measured if possible.

It is also of interest to investigate the effect that the MPL has on
erformance using the model. It is well known that MPLs increase
EFC performance [1,92,93]. In addition, experimental studies with
PLs have also lead to the idea that one function of the MPL is to

educe the injection sites for water from the catalyst layer to the
DL, which in turn reduces the saturation at breakthrough [21,94].
o ascertain the impact of the MPL, simulations similar to those of
ig. 9 are run with a DM composed of an MPL and GDL (i.e., SGL24AC)
oing from water inlet (catalyst layer) to outlet (channel). The sim-
lation results are given in Fig. 11 along with some other cases as
escribed below. Compared to the GDL-only analysis, the assumed
ater flux (i.e., related to 2 A cm−2) has a more substantial impact
ue to the low MPL permeability, but it is still relatively minor and

iquid–water transport through the GDL is again not limiting; the
ase comparisons remain valid. It should also be noted that MPL
mpact will also change depending on its thickness.

From Fig. 11a, it is apparent that the addition of the MPL is
redicted to result in lower performance since the oxygen partial
ressure reaching the catalyst layer decreases. This is not surpris-

ng since the MPL provides an added resistance to oxygen diffusion,
hich is significant due to the low porosity and thickness of the
PL. However, the analysis does not include any kind of beneficial

ffects in terms of utilization, increased temperatures, lower con-

act resistances, etc. that an MPL can provide; the focus is on the
ransport-phenomena aspects.

Fig. 11b shows the capillary pressure at the water inlet (i.e., cat-
lyst layer), where the sharp increase in curve slope is due to the
apid decrease in the gas-phase pressure when the DM is flooded.
dition for different cases involving MPLs. The cases include a DM with a 2 C
temperature gradient, an MPL with a different GDL saturation effect, and an MPL
with the saturation effect and 15% hydrophilic pores; all other properties are in
Table 1.

This metric can be thought of as the ability to better hydrate the
membrane and force water from the cathode to the anode since
higher capillary pressures would mean higher saturations in the
catalyst layer next to the membrane and also that there is a higher
liquid pressure which could help drive water transport through the
membrane. For the former, one would expect that cell performance
would be greater with MPLs and hydrophilic GDLs at low relative
humidities and poorer at high relative humidities. This is in agree-
ment with experimental data, where relative-humidity sweeps can
help to develop a DM signature [25]. For the water-flux effects, the
MPL influence is probably minimal for typical operating conditions
since water flux is not that impactful on gas transport and newer
membranes are much more resistive to liquid-water flow [95], also
in agreement with some experimental data [92].

The inlet capillary pressure curve for the MPL is also remark-
ably flat until the GDL begins to flood at higher outlet pressures
and a large enough water channel can exist across the MPL. The
difference between the MPL and GDL-only curves in Fig. 11b can
be seen as the ability of the MPL to pressurize the water without
flooding itself, as discussed above, and also its ability to smooth any

pressure fluctuations. Thus, the response of a cell should be more
stable when an MPL is used. Also, since the liquid-phase pressure
drop occurs almost entirely within the MPL, GDL material-property
changes become less significant cell-performance factors, as has
been discussed before [77]. This smoothing function of the MPL
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egins to decline as the DM fills with water and there is substantial
ydrodynamic contact across the MPL, thereby spreading out the
ressure drop in the MPL instead of having it mainly confined to
he MPL/GDL interface.

It is thought that an MPL allows for more water to travel in
he vapor phase due to its low thermal conductivity and high
ydrophobicity. To investigate this, simulations were run with
2 ◦C temperature gradient across the DM. Such a gradient is

xpected to increase the water flux in the vapor phase and result
n phase-change-induced flow where the water vapor is now trav-
ling down the temperature gradient (i.e., into the channel) and
gainst the incoming oxygen [50,96,97]. Such flow can also gener-
te complex DM profiles and is expected to be detrimental to cell
erformance. This is in agreement with the simulation results in
ig. 11 which show that the performance is decreased due to lower
verall oxygen partial pressure unless the cell is nearly flooded. In
his case, the benefits of water removal via phase-change-induced
ow offset the detriments of the water–vapor-flux reversal. The
bility of phase-change-induced flow to remove the liquid water is
hown by the lower inlet capillary pressure in Fig. 11b.

All of the MPL effects so far have not really shown an increase
n the oxygen partial pressure. The question is whether something
s left unaccounted. Recently, Gostick et al. [94] have shown that
he GDL capillary pressure–saturation relationship is altered when

easured with a MPL. They ascribe this effect to the MPL dis-
ributing the water into the GDL at discrete points rather than the

ore uniform and film-like water penetration expected by a cata-
yst layer (although the high in-plane permeabilities result in some

ater spreading out from the point source). They demonstrate that
asking likewise causes a more hydrophobic-like response from

he GDL with a higher breakthrough pressure and lower saturation
t breakthrough. To study this possible effect, simulations were car-
ied out by assuming that only a portion (60%) of the MPL provides
ater to the GDL, with the rest having a very hydrophobic signa-

ure (i.e., an angle of 140◦ is used for the remaining 40%). Thus, the
aturation response is scaled. This case, as shown in Fig. 11, does
rovide for better oxygen transport at higher outlet capillary pres-
ures and a lower propensity to flood. The discrete-point concept
an be taken further by examining the response if one could man-
facture the defect sites either by crack formation, perforation, or
y adding hydrophilic pores to the MPL. Fig. 11 shows this result
here the scaled GDL saturation case is combined with the addi-

ion of 15% hydrophilic pores. This combination provides the best
esponse in terms of partial pressure. Furthermore, the hydrophilic
ores allow for liquid connectivity between the water in the cata-

yst layer and that throughout the DM to the channel. This results
n a more linear response in the catalyst layer capillary pressure,

eaning that while one loses the smoothing function of pressure
uctuations provided by the MPL, one gains a lower capillary pres-
ure for each boundary condition. In other words, the saturation
n the catalyst layer is lower. These various MPL tradeoffs need
o be studied in more depth both experimentally and in full-cell
imulations to verify their validity and impact. Of course, if there is
inimal water in the system, no case shows, nor should one expect,

hat an MPL increases performance based on better mass-transfer
ffects. The above plausible MPL impact (i.e., point source instead
f uniform face source) underscores the need to measure the cap-
llary pressure–saturation relationship using typical cell operating
onditions and components.

A couple of final points should be made. First, the above
imulations utilize the values of the equilibrium capillary

ressure–saturation relationship that are fit for an entire DM. It

s then assumed that in the steady-state simulation, the relation-
hips remain valid and thus are independent of thickness. While
his should be more-or-less true for a uniform medium, typically
DLs are not necessarily uniform in either structure or hydrophobic
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content. For example, we have seen possible surface densification
through X-ray tomography studies (not shown), and Los Alamos
National Laboratory has shown a Teflon distribution as well [98].
Neutron imaging has also shown complex water profiles in the GDL
[42,50], which are probably due to nonuniform properties and PCI
flow effects as discussed in Section 1. It is unknown how much error
the above assumption causes. The capillary pressure–saturation
relationships need to be validated to understand the impacts of
thickness, boundary conditions, temperature gradients, etc.

4. Conclusions

A previous two-phase model was updated to include the use
of experimentally measured capillary pressure–saturation rela-
tionships. This was accomplished through the introduction of a
Gaussian contact-angle distribution into the property equations.
This change allows for a better macroscopic description of multi-
phase flow in the diffusion media as well as better computational
convergence. The updated model was used to simulate various
limiting-case scenarios of water and gas transport in fuel-cell
diffusion media. Analysis of these results demonstrates that liq-
uid convection through the diffusion medium does not cause a
significant enough increase in saturation to affect gas-phase dif-
fusion appreciably. Instead, interfacial or boundary conditions can
result in significant mass-transfer resistance caused by the higher
capillary pressures at the boundaries and the steepness of the cap-
illary pressure–saturation relationship. The model was also used
to examine the impact of microporous layers, showing that they
dominate the response of the overall diffusion medium, with their
primary mass-transfer-related effect seeming to be one of limit-
ing the water-injection sites into the more porous gas-diffusion
layer. Overall, the key attributes to characterizing fuel-cell diffu-
sion media are the capillary pressure–saturation and the tortuosity
(i.e., effective diffusion coefficient)–saturation relationships.
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